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You Can Instantly Improve Your Garden With These Beginner Gardening TipsWhat's In This

Book?The only three things you must do to have a great garden. Ignore the rest if you have or want

to.Two simple ways to get your soil right that take almost no work.The simplest way to get a garden

to bloom all summer if you're using perennials.The ten perennials you should buy and ignore the

rest if you want easy blooms.The myth of the cottage garden and why you can have one

easily.Basic Pest Control and why you should relax about insects.Roses and what you really need

to know to keep them healthy and bloomingSimple Organic Lawn Care - it can and should be

played on.Bulbs for Everyone. Simple tricks of the tradeEasy Organic Gardening - compost and

compost tea recipes to get you startedAnnuals - planting distances that baffle many people are laid

out hereHanging Baskets and Containers - the three things you have to do in order to make them

look good all summerVegetable gardening rules of thumb. Planting distances and container

vegetable gardeningTomatoes - growing tips to maximize your harvests.Herb Gardening for the

home kitchen gardenWho Is This Ebook ForIt's for gardeners who want easy gardening and who

want simple, clear directions on creating a garden. It's for people who really don't want to garden or

who are just too busy to garden but who need to know the basics to keep their house looking

good.It's for people who want a clear, no-nonsense set of directions to get them started

gardening.Who is Doug Green?Doug has been in the nursery trade almost all his working life - as a

specialist plant nursery owner for over 25 years and having worked in Canada's largest perennial

nursery - he knows plants. And he continuall experiments with new plants and new techniques to

grow them.He's an award winning garden author who has been answering gardening questions and

providing gardening tips and ideas to absolute beginner gardeners in his nursery, his radio

programme, magazine articles and newspaper columns. Not to mention he has three large websites

full of how-to gardening answers and plant profiles - all aimed at helping beginner gardeners

succeed.This ebook is a summary of all those tips - all aimed at helping you have a great garden

right from the start.
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I have been gardening most of my life and now live in sub-tropical Brisbane, and I find Doug's books

have so much of value for me. Considering the difference in our respective climates, where he is

dealing with cold, and l am coping with heat and humidity, it is interesting to find that there is so

much in common. So don't be put off by thinking "but the climate is not the same" , there is a wealth

of knowledge in his books. Buy them, you won't be sorry.

I love advice books that d don't either scare the bejesus out of me or treat me like I'm stupid. This is

a good book. It'll get you started and to a point where you know what questions you want to ask of

more advanced books later

I have always been a fan of Douglas Green and this book has really helped me to "figure out" some

of the basics. Especially like the idea on how to plant cone flower (so don't forget where I planted

them). Some simple but innovative planting information.

Doug Greens' publications (and his email newsletter) are very easy to understand, with great

suggestions, wonderful photo illustrations, and very accessible. Highly recommended



I watched Doug Green's simple gardening techniques on Craftsy and he demystified gardening so

well that I will try my hand at gardening one more time. This eBook follows the same common sense

techniques and reinforces that gardening does have rules, but it is not rocket science. The Craftsy

was visual and auditory, this eBook was visual, so it's almost time to get some hands-on learning!
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